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From the desks of Karin and Derek
After a few months of negotiation we are now offering FIJI as a
volunteer destination. This has many great advantages including
inexpensive airfares (book early), short flights, a tropical island
experience and of course a full range of specialist, GP, nursing and
student placements.   Fiji certainly has its challenges medically so here
lies an opportunity to assist one of our closest and friendliest Pacific
Islands neighbours. 

Also, we introduce our new Small Group Journey to Zambia. No
conferencing, maximum 16 people, and in this instance, real safari
luxury.

DocTours are striving to create different ideas, new opportunities and
destinations for you so your feedback is really important to us. We
welcome your emails and you make wish to visit our new blog site: 
doctours.com.au 

So please contact us if you are interested in Fiji or Zambia
enquiries@doctours.com.au

Cheers,
Karin and Derek
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Fiji is a tropical, friendly yet unusual place to spend some time on a
volunteer project or work experience placement. Our voluntary projects
in Fiji are a world away from the luxury tourist resorts which form many
people’s perception of the islands.  Fiji is without a doubt a beautiful
place, with secluded white beaches, snorkelling, scuba diving, and
fishing. Whether you are riding horses and enjoying the abundant fruits
of the rainforests and coconut groves, hiking up extinct volcanoes, or sliding down natural rock
water slides, you can't help but feel you have travelled to a place preserved from the chaos of our
modern world. The Fijian people are among the friendliest people you will ever meet, and their
traditional song, dance, and cuisine will enchant you. We have new projects based on the second
largest island of Vanua Levu.  You will be working in the poorer areas which are most in need of
help.  Immerse yourself in the culture and learn to live on ‘Fiji time’ are an essential part of the
experience of island life.  

Volunteer  Medical Placements

The clinics provide primary health care as well as an expanding range of medical services,
welcoming medical specialists, including but not limited to ophthalmologists, dentists,
paediatricians, OBGYN's, general surgeons, plastic surgeons, cardiologists, nurse practitioners,
anaesthetists, health educators and nutritionists. University students are welcome as well as
families and non-medical volunteers will be kept busy!  

Many health problems, such as skin diseases and cataracts that would otherwise be permanently
debilitating are relatively simple to cure at the clinic.  Through the generosity of medical
professionals the clinic offers free medical care in a modern medical facility to rural Fijians. 
Patients come to the clinic which is located on Fiji's second largest island, from all over the island
(population of approximately 200,000) as well as from the mainland and nearby islands of Taveuni,
Kiowa, and Rabi. The population that can be reached by the clinic is in the hundreds of thousands. 
Although the Fijian government works diligently to provide free medical care, specialized care is
often not available or accessible, either geographically or financially. The result is many suffer
acutely from debilitating, but treatable skin diseases, blindness, heart disease, various injuries,
tooth decay, and more.

What's New? A Small Group Journey to Zambia

Yes we are on the road again creating some really different and exciting
journeys for 2014.  With a maximum of 20 people there is no conferencing or
medical programs, just the pleasure of taking a break somewhere really different
and exciting and fully organised from beginning to end.

So what’s in the pipeline?  ZAMBIA in June 2014.  With a maximum of just16
people, this is a luxurious 10 day tour of sheer indulgence that will “blow you
away”.  Starting in Livingston, our accommodation is at the incredible Tongabezi Lodge on the banks of the
Zambezi River leading to the nearby mighty Victoria Falls. Tongabezi is understated but refined with the
exciting spirit of Africa. Their unique lodges, superb views, sophisticated service and attention to detail, is just
brilliant. Of course games drives, meals, standard beer and wine and some activities are all included. So Vic



Falls, Rhino, Buffalo and Elephant here we come!!!   

Next a short flight to South Luangwa and the award winning Mfuwe Lodge, where thatched rondavel type
buildings are spread around two lagoons where an endless stream of wildlife comes to bathe. As one of Africa’s
most unspoilt and remote national parks, South Luangwa is renowned for its high game density. And just when
you think you’ve seen it all we take you to Chindeni bush camp, one of the most beautiful bush camps in the
Luangwa. Here there is an unforgettable style and comfort in four opulent tents (with private facilities). The
view from your private veranda is of the lagoon which attracts birds and animals from miles around. So settle
back with a gin-and-tonic in the central lounge area at sunset – surrounded by ebony trees and the same brilliant
views of the lagoon – and a family of wandering hippos!  

These private camps take a limited number of people.  Therefore we will board our jeeps and travel to a remote
corner of the South Luangwa Park to visit another camp, Kapamba Bush Camp that combines remoteness and
some of the parks richest wildlife.  Again this is all inclusive so all you need is your safari suit, camera and a
real sense of adventure.  More details of the safari and a brief itinerary are included here. 

 

  

Now it's your turn ..... urgently needed:

The following professionals are needed urgently for short term volunteer
assignments - choose your own dates:

1.  Pharmacists in Siem Reap;

2.  Radiologists, anaesthesiologists, internal medicine physicians and
orthopaedic surgeons in Cambodia;
 
3.  Engineers in Phnom Penh to help repair and maintain medical equipment such as X-Ray, Ultrasound, CT
scan and mammogram machines.

http://www.vision6.com.au/ch/40606/17708/1702445/70ff2mwp0.docx


What Else .....

Our  new Small Group Journey and Blog Page on our website includes regular
updates on our new destinations and itineraries.   

Here is the link:  doctours.com.au

Doctours Pty Ltd
ABN:  16 073 746 746
PO Box 458
Northbridge NSW 1560
Phone 612 9967 8888
Website:  www.doctours.com.au   
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